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3. The IPV Notice stated that Claimant would be removed as a FAP recipient for 
twelve months, and FAP benefits for the other group members would be reduced 
by 20% to $244 per month. 

 
4. On March 9, 2011, Claimant filed a notice of hearing request with DHS.   

 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

 
FAP was established by the U.S. Food Stamp Act of 1977 and is implemented by 
Federal regulations contained in Title 7 of the Code of Federal Regulations.  DHS 
administers FAP pursuant to MCL 400.10 et seq. and Michigan Administrative Code 
Rules 400.3001-400.3015.  DHS’ policies are found in the Bridges Administrative 
Manual (BAM), the Bridges Eligibility Manual (BEM) and the Reference Tables (RFT).  
These manuals are available online at www.michigan.gov/dhs-manuals.   
 
The DHS manuals are the policies and procedures DHS officially created for its own 
use.  While the manuals are not laws created by the U.S. Congress or the Michigan 
Legislature, they constitute legal authority which DHS must follow.  It is to the manuals 
that I look now in order to see what policy applies in this case.  After setting forth what 
the applicable policy is, I will examine whether it was in fact followed in this case. 
 
The first policy Item I will examine is BAM 720, “Intentional Program Violation.”  BAM 
720 sets out the procedures for recoupment of benefits that were unlawfully received.  
BAM 720 states that the disqualified member remains a part of the benefit group as long 
as they live with the group, and the other members of the group may continue to receive 
FAP benefits.  I find and decide that in this case, DHS has followed this section of BAM 
720.   BAM 720, p. 12.   
 
BAM 720 next states that the standard disqualification period for a first FAP Intentional 
Program Violation (IPV) is twelve months.  At the hearing, Claimant did not dispute the 
accuracy of this penalty.  I find and determine that this penalty is properly administered 
in accordance with DHS policy and procedure.  Id., p. 13. 
 
Next, BAM 725, “Collection Actions,” states that the standard administrative recoupment 
percentage of ongoing FAP benefits is 20% in an IPV matter.  I find and conclude that 
DHS acted correctly in imposing a 20% reduction of ongoing monthly FAP benefits 
according to BAM 725.  BAM 725, p. 6.   
 
In conclusion, based the findings of fact and conclusions of law above, I find and 
conclude that DHS acted correctly and shall be AFFIRMED in this case.  DHS need 
take no further action with regard to this matter. 
 






